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Year in Review– 2013

This year has brought amazing opportunity and growth to Moran Iron Works,
due to a strong customer base and an ambitious workforce we have seen the
evolution and establishment of:


Non-Destructive Testing



Ultrasonic (UT)



Magnetic Particle (MT)



Liquid Penetrate (PT)



Visual (VT)



Certified Weld Inspection

International Testing



8,300 Tons of completed fabricated modules barged/trucked/ or picked up
from our facilities.



MIW has expanded its workforce to include an additional 37 skilled workers



An addition of 47,000 square
feet of manufacturing area, as
well as 30,000 square feet in
office area



The development of the Port
Calcite Collaborative and the
purchase of our newest and
largest crane, the Manitowoc
16,000 Crawler Crane



Business of the Year Award from the Cheboygan Chamber of Commerce, the Economic Development Project of the Year Award from the
Northern Lakers Economic Alliance (NLEA), and the Patriotic Award from
the Department of Defense

& Inspection, LLC.
6911 Bowen Rd.
Onaway, MI 49765
Ph.: 989.733.9800
Fax: 989.733.2371

Teamwork is the secret that
makes common people
achieve uncommon result.”
― Ifeanyi Enoch Onuoha

Ending the Year With a Bang
Moran Iron Works has obtained six new projects in
the first weeks of December! Some of them will be
in the beginning stages of fabrication in early
January 2014.
Welding ~ Industrial Fabrication ~ Structural Steel ~ Repair
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Employee Of The Year…
Keith Raymond
Keith Raymond is the recipient of the Moran Iron
Works' 2013 Employee of the Year Award. from Moran
Iron Works. The recipient is chosen by the nine member Board of Directors. Every year they have the difficult task of picking one team member from the powerhouse of employees at MIW.
“This year Keith stood out amongst the group, with his
demonstration of knowledge and skill. He has proven
himself to be a driving force in establishing our mentoring program and helping to cultivate the MIW culture
and values.” stated Geri Ganske, COO.
When Keith was hired 17 years ago, Tom Moran knew
he was making a wise decision. From his first day he
brought a wealth of skill, talent, and knowledge. This
year he was promoted and established himself as a
mentor for other welders.
The Mentoring Program was more of an idea than a job description, but Keith ran with it, creating a functioning
and now fundamental position within MIW. Due to his foresight, this program has not only succeeded in creating a better and more educated welding force, but has opened doors for his co-workers, and has enabled
MIW to hire a second Mentor in 2013.
When asked, a while back, about how to best assist MIW to succeed in the future, Keith honored us with what
has become a MIW tagline:

“ In Order To Succeed, We Must All Be Teachers.”

39 modules on the customers jobsite, 23
modules at our deep water port, 11
modules in various stages of fabrication
currently in our Onaway facility, 27 additional modules to complete before our
May 2014 deadline.

Module B-33 in fabrication

Project Update–
Consumers Energy

